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WHAT WE’RE TALKING ABOUT 
▸  Why you should engage with journalists 
▸  What do journalists want? 
▸  What have researchers got to talk about? 
▸  Building relationships 
▸  Pitching to journalists 
▸  Your pitch 
BUILD 
RELATIONSHIPS 
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HOW TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS 
▸  Which publication/programme do I want to be in/on?? 
▸  Which journalist should I contact and how do I  find them? 
▸  How do I get ‘to know’ a journalist? 
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A PLACE TO START 
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIP TIPS 
▸  Communicate directly with publications/programmes/
journalists who are writing about what you research 
▸  Read their articles or what they commission to get a feel 
for what interests them 
▸  Follow on Twitter  
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On Twitter? 
Got your phone? 
Find and follow a journalist now 
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DO YOURSELF A SOCIAL MEDIA FAVOUR 
▸  Keep profiles/blogs complete and up to date 
▸  Good quality photo 
▸  Contact details clear 
▸  Show what you know 
PITCH PERFECT 
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HOW TO PITCH PERFECT 
▸  Have a clear idea of what you want to talk about 
▸  Give it an eye catching and strong subject line 
▸  Write no more than 3-5 sentences  
CRIMES AGAINST DATA - CAN 
STATISTICS DIG ITSELF OUT OF 
THE HOLE IT HAS CREATED? 
Email subject line  
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A PITCH TO THE GUARDIAN HIGHER NETWORK 
 
In a couple of weeks’ time I’ll be presenting research to a large audience of UK researchers about 
whether social science can dig itself out of the hole it has created for itself by making wild and wacky 
scientific claims in scientific journals. These include some fairly silly things such as “women’s political 
preferences change by 20 percentage points depending on the time of the month” and “holding your 
body in a power pose gives you a hormonal boost”. The presentation is called Crimes against Data and 
as well as sharing some examples, I’ll be explaining how I think we can do better in the future.  
 
If this sounds like something you and your readers might be interested in, I’d be delighted to draft a 
piece for your consideration. 
 
 
The pitch 
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WHY PEOPLE IN CARE HOMES WITH 
DEMENTIA NEED HELP TO DIE 
WELL. 
socialcare@guardian.co.uk 
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I AM CURRENTLY REVIEWING RESEARCH BEING PRESENTED AT THE ESRC RESEARCH 
METHODS FESTIVAL IN BATH NEXT MONTH. I CAME ACROSS A PRESENTATION FROM PROF 
CLAIRE GOODMAN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HERTFORDSHIRE WHO HAS HELPED DEVELOP A 
FRAMEWORK FOR USE BY CARE HOME/NURSING STAFF AND FAMILIES MAKING DECISIONS 
AROUND END OF LIFE CARE FOR RESIDENTS WITH DEMENTIA. SHE IS KEEN TO GENERATE 
INTEREST IN THE FRAMEWORK WHICH IS ALREADY RECEIVING POSITIVE FEEDBACK FROM 
CARE AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS ALIKE AND I THINK SHE MIGHT BE WILLING TO WRITE 
FOR YOU ABOUT IT IF IT’S OF INTEREST. 
socialcare@guardian.co.uk 
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Got an idea? 
Write your pitch 
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▸  Some context - why should a journalist/their readers care? 
▸  What’s new? (findings, message, event, perspective) 
▸  How and to whom is what you are doing/saying making or 
going to make a difference? 
TRY TO INCLUDE 
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IN CONCLUSION 
▸  Help share and exchange knowledge 
▸  Promote understanding and impact 
▸  Raise your profile and improve grant success 
▸  Develop new skills 
▸  Plain English, timely, relevant approaches 
▸  Take advice, collaborate 
▸  Think about what you want out of it 
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IN CONCLUSION 
▸  Consider which publication/journalist you’d like to work 
with 
▸  Get to know media and journalists/build relationship 
▸  Keep social media profiles/blogs/websites up to date 
▸  Show what you know 
▸  Pitch an idea 
▸  Don’t get disheartened - try again 
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